
Galatians, Ephesians,  
 Philippians, Colossians,  

 and Philemon

Youth Quizzing 2023-2024



YOUTH QUIZZING
DAILY DEVOTIONAL  
This daily devotional encourages teens to be in the Word, providing insights into 
Scripture and practical ways to apply each passage to everyday life. Covering one 
chapter of Scripture a week, this book will assist quizzers in studying the materials, 
understanding the content, and preparing for competition.

YD-2349 // $9.99 (224 pages)

PRACTICE QUESTIONS
This book contains hundreds of youth Bible quiz questions, many of which will also 
appear in official competition. Teens use this book to check their knowledge while 
coaches use it to facilitate team practices and prepare students for quiz meets.

YD-2350 // $9.99

Order at TheFoundryPublishing.com or call 800.877.0700



ESSENTIALS
SCRIPTURE PORTION WITH CONCORDANCE
This spiral-bound concordance contains the Scripture portion (in both verse-by-
verse and paragraph formats) and all the charts, lists, and additional tools quizzers 
need to gain the extra edge in competition.

YD-2356 // $11.99

SCRIPTURE PORTION
This pocket-sized Scripture portion is convenient for quizzers to highlight key 
words and verses for memorization.

TR-101 // $1.99

AUDIO VERSION - AVAILABLE ONLINE
For those who best learn by listening, quizzers can access an audio version of 
the Scripture through the online study companion.

DOWNLOAD FROM THEFOUNDRYPUBLISHING.COM  // $4.99



BEGINNER’S GUIDE FOR NEW & NOVICE QUIZZERS
New coaches and quizzers will learn the basics of youth Bible quizzing and 
become familiar with the rules. Novice quizzers will benefit from the detailed 
instructions as they learn how to study effectively. The book also includes a study 
plan tracker to aid quizzers in keeping up with a daily study routine.

YD-2358 // $4.99

COACH’S IDEA BOOK, VERSION 2.0 
With more than twenty engaging games, coaches can keep quizzers attentive 
during a game of Quizzer Feud or entertained by some Scripturades. For new 
coaches or experienced coaches looking to try something different, this book also 
shares a suggested approach to conducting effective practices.

YQZZ978-0-8341-4124-7 // $5.99

YOUTH QUIZZING

Order at TheFoundryPublishing.com or call 800.877.0700



YOUTHQUIZ ONLINE SET MAKER & STUDY TOOL
Your online subscription will allow you to: 
Create and print out question sets. 
Customize your own challenging questions to 
sharpen your quiz-cycle knowledge.

$19.99 yearly subscription

TheFoundryPublishing.com/setmaker 

ESSENTIALS



KIT OPTIONS
DAILY 

DEVOTIONAL
(YD-2349)

PRACTICE 
QUESTIONS

(YD-2350)

BEGINNER’S 
GUIDE

(YD-2358)

SCRIPTURE 
PORTION
(TR-101)

SCRIPTURE PORTION 
& CONCORDANCE

(YD-2356)

SET 
MAKER PRICE   

NOVICE QUIZZER’S KIT
YD-2359

     ✓      ✓      ✓      ✓ $22.99

EXPERIENCED QUIZZER’S KIT
YD-2357

     ✓      ✓      ✓ $26.99

COACH’S KIT
YD-2354

     ✓      ✓      ✓      ✓      ✓ $41.99



KIT OPTIONS

Order at TheFoundryPublishing.com or call 800.877.0700
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1With more than 3,000 questions covering 

Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and 
Philemon, this is like having a study partner in your 
pocket! Purchasing the online study companion 
will guarantee you digital access from any device—
mobile, tablet, or laptop.

2023–2024 Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 
  Colossians, and Philemon
2024–2025 Luke
2025-2026 1 & 2 Corinthians
2026-2027 John
2027–2028 Hebrews and 1 & 2 Peter
2028-2029 Matthew
2029–2030 Romans and James
2030–2031 Acts
   

ONLINE STUDY COMPANION QUIZZING CYCLE

Purchase at TheFoundryPublishing.com 

P.O. BOX 419527

KANSAS CITY, MO 64141

Available May 2023!  |  $4.99


